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Abstract

Although adapting pre-trained language mod-
els with few examples has shown promising
performance on text classification, there is
a lack of understanding of where the perfor-
mance gain comes from. In this work, we pro-
pose to answer this question by interpreting
the adaptation behavior using post-hoc expla-
nations from model predictions. By modeling
feature statistics of explanations, we discover
that (1) without fine-tuning, pre-trained models
(e.g. BERT and RoBERTa) show strong predic-
tion bias across labels; (2) although few-shot
fine-tuning can mitigate the prediction bias and
demonstrate promising prediction performance,
our analysis shows models gain performance
improvement by capturing non-task-related fea-
tures (e.g. stop words) or shallow data patterns
(e.g. lexical overlaps). These observations alert
that pursuing model performance with fewer
examples may incur pathological prediction be-
havior, which requires further sanity check on
model predictions and careful design in model
evaluations in few-shot fine-tuning.

1 Introduction

Pre-trained language models (Brown et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2019; Devlin et al., 2019) have shown
impressive adaptation ability to dowstream tasks,
achieving considerable performance even with
scarce task-specific training data, i.e., few-shot
adaptation (Radford et al., 2019; Schick and
Schütze, 2021a; Gao et al., 2021). Existing few-
shot adaptation techniques broadly fall in fine-
tuning and few-shot learning (Shin et al., 2020;
Schick and Schütze, 2021b; Chen et al., 2021b).
Specifically, fine-tuning includes directly tuning
pre-trained language models with few task-specific
examples or utilizing a natural-language prompt to
transform downstream tasks to masked language
modeling task for better mining knowledge from
pre-trained models (Petroni et al., 2019; Jiang et al.,
2020; Wang et al., 2021a). Few-shot learning lever-

ages unlabeled data or auxiliary tasks to provide
additional information for facilitating model train-
ing (Zheng et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2021b; Du
et al., 2021a).

Although much success has been made in adapt-
ing pre-trained language models to dowstream
tasks with few-shot examples, some issues have
been reported. Utama et al. (2021) found that
models obtained from few-shot prompt-based fine-
tuning utilize inference heuristics to make predic-
tions on sentence pair classification tasks. Zhao
et al. (2021) discovered the instability of model
performance towards different prompts in few-shot
learning. These works mainly look at prompt-based
fine-tuning and discover some problems.

This paper looks into direct fine-tuning and
provides a different perspective on understanding
model adaptation behavior via post-hoc explana-
tions (Strumbelj and Kononenko, 2010; Sundarara-
jan et al., 2017). Specifically, post-hoc explana-
tions identify the important features (tokens) con-
tribute to the model prediction per example. We
model the statistics of important features over pre-
diction labels via local mutual information (LMI)
(Schuster et al., 2019; Du et al., 2021b). We track
the change of feature statistics with the model
adapting from pre-trained to fine-tuned and com-
pare it with the statistics of few-shot training ex-
amples. This provides insights on understanding
model adaptation behavior and the effect of training
data in few-shot settings.

We evaluate two pre-trained language models,
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019), on three tasks, including sentiment
classification, natural language inference, and para-
phrase identification. For each task, we test on
both in-domain and out-of-domain datasets to eval-
uate the generalization of model adaptation perfor-
mance. We discover some interesting observations,
some of which may have been overlooked in prior
work: (1) without fine-tuning, pre-trained mod-
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els show strong prediction bias across labels; (2)
fine-tuning with a few examples can mitigate the
prediction bias, but the model prediction behav-
ior may be pathological by focusing on non-task-
related features (e.g. stop words); (3) models adjust
their prediction behaviors on different labels asyn-
chronously; (4) models can capture the shallow
patterns of training data to make predictions. The
insight drawn from the above observations is that
pursuing model performance with fewer examples
is dangerous and may cause pathologies in model
prediction behavior. We argue that future research
on few-shot fine-tuning or learning should do san-
ity check on model prediction behavior and ensure
the performance gain is based on right reasons.

2 Setup

Tasks. We consider three tasks: sentiment clas-
sification, natural language inference, and para-
phrase identification. Each task contains an in-
domain/out-of-domain dataset pair: IMDB (Maas
et al., 2011)/Yelp (Zhang et al., 2015) for sentiment
classification, SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015)/MNLI
(Williams et al., 2018) for natural language infer-
ence, and QQP (Iyer et al., 2017)/TwitterPPDB
(TPPDB) (Lan et al., 2017) for paraphrase identi-
fication. The data statistics are in Table 4 in Ap-
pendix A.1.

Models. We evaluate two pre-trained language
models, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019). For each task, we train the mod-
els on the in-domain training set with different ratio
(r%, r ∈ [0, 1]) of clean examples and then test
them on in-domain and out-of-domain test sets.

Explanations. We explain model prediction be-
havior via post-hoc explanations which identify
important features (tokens) in input texts that con-
tribute to model predictions. We test four ex-
planation methods: sampling Shapley (Strumbelj
and Kononenko, 2010), integrated gradients (Sun-
dararajan et al., 2017), attentions (Mullenbach
et al., 2018), and individual word masks (Chen
et al., 2021a). For each dataset, we randomly select
1000 test examples to generate explanations due
to computational costs. We evaluate the faithful-
ness of these explanation methods via the AOPC
metric (Nguyen, 2018; Chen et al., 2020). Table 6
in Appendix A.2 shows that the sampling Shap-
ley generates more faithful explanations than other
methods. In the following experiments, we adopt it

to explain model predictions.
More details about the models, datasets and ex-

planations are in Appendix A.

3 Experiments

We report the prediction results (averaged across 5
runs) of BERT and RoBERTa trained with different
ratio (r% : 0 ∼ 1%) of in-domain training exam-
ples on both in-domain and out-of-domain test sets
in Table 2. Overall, training with more examples,
BERT and RoBERTa achieve better prediction ac-
curacy on both in-domain and out-of-domain test
sets.

We look into the predictions of models from pre-
trained to fine-tuned and analyze model prediction
behavior change during adaptation via post-hoc ex-
planations. In subsection 3.1, we observe that pre-
trained models without fine-tuning show strong pre-
diction bias across labels. The models fine-tuned
with a few examples can quickly mitigate the pre-
diction bias by capturing non-task-related features,
leading to a plausible performance gain. In subsec-
tion 3.2, we further quantify the prediction behavior
change by comparing the feature statistics of model
explanations and training data. We discover that
the models adjust their prediction behavior on mi-
nority labels first rather than learning information
from all classes synchronously and can capture the
shallow patterns of training data, which may result
in pathologies in predictions.

3.1 Prediction bias in pre-trained models

In our pilot experiments, we find the predictions of
pre-trained models without fine-tuning are biased
across labels (see an example of confusion matrix
in Figure 2 in Appendix B). Original pre-trained
models tend to predict all examples with a specific
label on each dataset. We denote the specific label
as the majority label and the rest labels as minority
labels. The results of majority labels are in Table 1.

We propose a metric, prediction bias (PB), to
quantify the bias of model predictions across labels,

PB =

∣∣∣∣
Ti1 − Ti2

Ti1 + Ti2

− Di1 −Di2

Di1 +Di2

∣∣∣∣ , (1)

i1 = argmax
i∈{1,...,C}

(Ti), i2 = argmin
i∈{1,...,C}

(Ti)

where i1 and i2 are the majority and most minority
labels respectively. Ti and Di denote the numbers
of model predictions and test examples on label i
respectively, and C is number of classes. The range
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Models IMDB SNLI QQP Yelp MNLI TPPDB

BERT Pos Neu Pa Pos Neu Pa

RoBERTa Pos Con Pa Pos Con Pa

Table 1: The majority labels of original pre-trained models on different datasets. Pos: postive, Con: contradiction,
Neu: neutral, Pa: paraphrases.

In-domain Out-of-domain

Model r IMDB SNLI QQP Yelp MNLI TPPDB

Acc PB Acc PB Acc PB Acc PB Acc PB Acc PB

BERT

0 49.73 0.97 35.30 0.65 45.10 0.46 49.86 0.98 32.95 0.95 44.44 0.85
0.01 - - 48.45 0.20 65.33 0.45 - - 34.77 0.92 80.25 0.35
0.05 60.31 0.41 63.20 0.08 69.82 0.16 61.61 0.09 37.58 0.95 86.26 0.14
0.1 70.76 0.13 69.13 0.12 73.65 0.04 67.11 0.41 38.27 0.93 86.69 0.07
0.5 84.71 0.05 77.63 0.06 79.06 0.02 88.19 0.08 55.37 0.45 87.27 0.03
1 85.46 0.05 80.33 0.06 80.16 0.05 89.09 0.03 58.81 0.34 85.22 0.07

RoBERTa

0 50.17 1.00 33.55 1.00 36.84 1.26 50.00 1.00 33.24 1.02 18.93 1.62
0.01 - - 36.27 0.61 66.26 0.54 - - 32.48 1.00 81.07 0.38
0.05 58.11 0.61 68.03 0.13 71.64 0.09 58.47 0.71 42.41 0.88 82.30 0.21
0.1 78.58 0.10 77.04 0.07 76.82 0.04 76.59 0.37 54.72 0.75 83.54 0.21
0.5 89.56 0.01 83.84 0.04 81.91 0.05 92.54 0.08 66.90 0.37 85.67 0.06
1 90.34 0.01 85.43 0.03 83.19 0.05 93.76 0.01 70.47 0.20 85.78 0.08

Table 2: Prediction accuracy and bias of BERT and RoBERTa trained with different ratio (r%) of in-domain training
examples on both in-domain and out-of-domain test sets. Acc: accuracy (%), PB: prediction bias. For PB, darker
pink color implies larger prediction bias. Note that we do not consider r = 0.01 for IMDB and Yelp datasets
because the number of training examples is too small.

of PB is [0, 2]. PB takes 0 if the label distribtion
of model predictions is consistent with that of data.
For balanced dataset, the upper bound of PB is 1,
that is all examples are predicted as one label. For
imbalanced dataset, PB takes 2 in an extreme case,
where the dataset only contains one label of ex-
amples, while the model wrongly predicts them as
another label. We consider data bias because some
datasets (e.g. QQP and TPPDB) have imbalanced
label distributions.

The results in Table 2 show that both pre-trained
BERT and RoBERTa have strong prediction bias
on all of the datasets. The prediction bias decreases
with models fine-tuned with more examples.

Models make biased predictions by focusing on
non-task-related features. To understand which
features are associated with model prediction la-
bels, we follow Schuster et al. (2019); Du et al.
(2021b) and analyze the statistics of model expla-
nations via local mutual information (LMI). Specif-
ically, we select top k important features in each
explanation and get a set of important features
(E = {e}) over all explanations. We empirically
take k = 10 for the IMDB and Yelp datasets and
k = 6 for other datasets based on their average

sentence lengths. The LMI between a feature e and
a particular label y is

LMI(e, y) = p(e, y) · log
(
p(y | e)
p(y)

)
, (2)

where p(y | e) = count(e,y)
count(e) , p(y) = count(y)

|E| ,

p(e, y) = count(e,y)
|E| , and |E| is the number of oc-

currences of all features in E. Then we can get a
distribution of LMI over all tokens in the vocabu-
lary ({w}) built upon the dataset, i.e.

PLMI(w, y) =

{
LMI(w, y) if token w ∈ E

0 else
(3)

We normalize the LMI distribution by dividing each
value with the sum of all values.

Figure 1 shows LMI distributions of BERT on
the IMDB dataset with different r, where top 5
tokens are pointed in each plot (see Table 7 in Ap-
pendix B for more results on other datasets). When
r = 0, we can see that BERT makes biased predic-
tions on the positive label (in Table 1) by focusing
on some non-task-related high-frequency tokens.
The top features associated with the negative label
include some relatively low-frequency tokens (e.g.
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Figure 1: LMI distributions based on explanation statistics of BERT on the IMDB dataset with different r. The
horizontal axis represents tokens in vocabulary in the ascending order of frequency. The upper and lower plots are
on the negative and positive labels respectively. Top 5 tokens are pointed in each plot.

In-domain Out-of-domain

Model r

IMDB SNLI QQP Yelp MNLI TPPDB

Ori Data Ori Data Ori Data Ori Data Ori Data Ori Data

Neg Pos Neg Pos En Con Neu En Con Neu NPa Pa NPa Pa Neg Pos Neg Pos En Con Neu En Con Neu NPa Pa NPa Pa

BERT

0.01 - - - - 0.71 0.43 0.33 0.70 0.42 0.51 0.67 0.32 0.93 0.45 - - - - 0.35 0.09 0.29 0.40 0.33 0.76 0.74 0.16 1.55 0.18
0.05 2.26 0.45 0.90 0.63 0.58 0.60 0.47 0.31 0.17 0.16 0.49 0.14 0.23 0.22 2.20 0.69 0.66 0.43 0.43 0.45 0.41 0.76 0.27 0.63 0.87 0.02 0.58 0.03
0.1 2.00 0.76 0.80 0.54 0.56 0.82 0.45 0.30 0.42 0.46 0.46 0.53 0.19 0.37 2.06 0.79 0.37 0.45 0.46 0.49 0.41 0.61 0.40 1.25 0.67 0.21 0.53 0.00
0.5 1.39 0.80 1.16 0.52 0.70 1.51 0.94 0.14 0.54 0.46 0.31 0.67 0.08 0.21 1.61 0.93 0.73 0.52 0.92 1.70 0.78 0.82 0.91 1.02 0.93 0.09 0.37 0.04
1 1.21 1.60 0.68 0.86 0.80 1.02 0.65 0.14 0.48 0.52 0.21 1.01 0.00 0.42 0.73 1.94 0.46 0.83 0.73 1.31 0.55 0.76 0.69 1.14 0.46 0.54 0.33 0.11

RoBERTa

0.01 - - - - - 0.96 - 0.76 0.52 0.56 - 0.08 0.54 0.36 - - - - - 0.95 - 0.33 0.84 0.95 - 0.00 1.55 0.00
0.05 - 0.66 0.17 0.72 - 0.62 - 0.50 0.32 0.67 - 0.43 0.22 0.35 - 0.38 0.14 0.62 - 0.26 - 0.89 0.22 1.07 - 0.26 1.43 0.39
0.1 - 1.03 0.69 0.71 - 1.05 - 0.22 0.57 0.45 - 1.27 0.17 0.59 - 0.96 0.30 0.47 - 0.18 - 1.05 0.10 0.62 - 0.39 0.72 0.36
0.5 - 1.33 0.81 0.42 - 2.07 - 0.21 0.60 0.55 - 1.01 0.15 0.69 - 1.70 0.66 0.43 - 0.70 - 0.87 0.70 0.79 - 0.59 0.79 0.48
1 - 1.41 0.86 0.62 - 0.30 - 0.17 0.32 0.23 - 0.42 0.27 0.23 - 1.91 0.65 0.78 - 0.18 - 0.72 0.66 0.51 - 0.64 0.95 0.47

Table 3: The KL divergence between LMI distributions. The columns of “Ori” and “Data” show the results with
original pre-trained models’ explanations or few-shot training data as the reference respectively. Neg: negative, Pos:
postive, En: entailment, Con: contradiction, Neu: neutral, NPa: nonparaphrases, Pa: paraphrases. Darker color
indicates larger KL divergence.

##men, ##zog) which may have been seen by the
model during pre-training.

Models adjust prediction bias by capturing non-
task-related features on minority labels. Fine-
tuning BERT with a few examples (r = 0.05, ex-
actly 9 examples) from IMDB can quickly mitigate
the prediction bias along with a plausible improve-
ment on prediction accuracy (in Table 2). How-
ever, Figure 1 (the middle upper plot) shows that
the model captures non-task-related high-frequency
tokens to make predictions on the minority label
(negative), implying the performance gain is not
reasonable. Only when the model is fine-tuned
with more examples (r = 0.5), it starts captur-
ing task-specific informative tokens, such as “bad”,
“good”.

3.2 Quantifying model adaptation behavior

To quantify the model prediction behavior change
(in Figure 1) during adaptation, we compute the
Kullback–Leibler divergence (KLD) between the
LMI distributions of the model without/with fine-
tuning, i.e. KLy(P

0
LMI(w, y), P

r
LMI(w, y)). The

superscripts (“0” or “r”) indicate the ratio of train-
ing examples used in fine-tuning. Besides, we also
evaluate how much the model prediction behavior
is learned from the patterns of training data. Specif-
ically, we compute the LMI distribution of few-shot
training examples via Equation 2 and Equation 3,
except that E represents the set of features appear-
ing in those examples. Then we use the LMI dis-
tribution of data as the reference and compute the
KLD between it and the LMI distribution of model
explanations.

Table 3 records the results of KLD with the LMI
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distribution of original pre-trained model explana-
tions as the reference (columns of “Ori”) or that of
training data as the reference (columns of “Data”).
Note that we do not have the results of RoBERTa
on some labels (e.g. “Neg”) in “Ori” columns be-
cause the pre-trained RoBERTa does not make any
predictions on those labels and we do not have the
reference LMI distributions.

Models adjust their prediction behaviors on dif-
ferent labels asynchronously. In “Ori” columns,
the KLDs on minority labels are larger than those
on majority labels when r is small (e.g. 0.05).
The changes of KLDs are discrepant across labels
with r increasing. The results show that the mod-
els focus on adjusting their prediction behavior on
minority labels first rather than learning from all
classes synchronously in few-shot settings.

Models can capture the shallow patterns of
training data. In “Data” columns, the KLDs on
SNLI and QQP are overall smaller than those on
IMDB, illustrating that it is easier for models to
learn the patterns of datasets on sentence-pair clas-
sification tasks. With r increasing, the KLDs on
the entailment label of SNLI are smaller than those
on other labels, which validates the observations in
previous work (Utama et al., 2021; Nie et al., 2019)
that models can capture lexical overlaps to predict
the entailment label. Another interesting observa-
tion is the KLDs on Yelp in “Data” columns are
mostly smaller than those on IMDB. This indicates
that models may rely on the shallow patterns of
in-domain datasets to make predictions on out-of-
domain datasets.

4 Conclusion

In this work, we take a closer look into the adap-
tation behavior of pre-trained language models in
few-shot fine-tuning via post-hoc explanations. We
discover many pathologies in model prediction be-
havior. The insight drawn from our observations
is that promising model performance gain in few-
shot learning could be misleading. Future research
on few-shot fine-tuning or learning requires san-
ity check on model prediction behavior and some
careful design in model evaluation and analysis.
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A Supplement of Setup

A.1 Models and Datasets
We adopt the pretrained BERT-base and RoBERTa-
base models from Hugging Face1. For sentiment
classification, we utilize movie reviews IMDB
(Maas et al., 2011) as the in-domain dataset and
Yelp reviews (Zhang et al., 2015) as the out-of-
domain dataset. For natural language inference, the
task is to predict the semantic relationship between
a premise and a hypothesis as entailment, contra-
diction, or neutral. The Stanford Natural Language
Inference (SNLI) corpus (Bowman et al., 2015) and
Multi-Genre Natural Language Inference (MNLI)
(Williams et al., 2018) are used as the in-domain
and out-of-domain datasets respectively. The task
of paraphrase identification is to judge whether two
input texts are semantically equivalent or not. We
adopt the Quora Question Pairs (QQP) (Iyer et al.,
2017) as the in-domain dataset, while using the
TwitterPPDB (TPPDB) (Lan et al., 2017) as the
out-of-domain dataset. Table 4 shows the statistics
of the datasets.

We implement the models in PyTorch 3.6. We
set hyperparameters as: learning rate is 1e−5, max-
imum sequence length is 256, maximum gradient
norm is 1, and batch size is 8. All experiments were
performed on a single NVidia GTX 1080 GPU. We
report the time for training each model on each
in-domain dataset (with full training examples) in
Table 5.

A.2 Explanations
We adopt four explanation methods:

• sampling Shapley (SS) (Strumbelj and
Kononenko, 2010): computing feature attribu-
tions via sampling-based Shapley value (Shap-
ley, 1953);

• integrated gradients (IG) (Sundararajan et al.,
2017): computing feature attributions by inte-
grating gradients of points along a path from
a baseline to the input;

• attentions (Attn) (Mullenbach et al., 2018):
attention weights in the last hidden layer as
feature attributions;

• individual word masks (IMASK) (Chen et al.,
2021a): learning feature attributions via varia-
tional word masks (Chen and Ji, 2020).

1https://github.com/huggingface/
pytorch-transformers

Figure 2: Confusion matrix of BERT (with different
r) on the IMDB dataset. “Neg” and “Pos” represent
negative and positive labels respectively. Vertical and
horizontal dimensions show ground-truth and predicted
labels respectively. Green and pink colors represent true
or false predictions respectively. Darker color indicates
larger number.

Explanation faithfulness. An important crite-
rion for evaluating explanations is their faithfulness
to model predictions (Jacovi and Goldberg, 2020).
We evaluate the faithfulness of the four explana-
tion methods via the AOPC metric (Nguyen, 2018;
Chen et al., 2020). AOPC calculates the average
change of prediction probability on the predicted
class over all examples by removing top 1 . . . u
words identified by explanations.

AOPC =
1

U + 1
⟨

U∑

u=1

p(y|x)− p(y|x\1...u)⟩x,

(4)
where p(y|x\1...u) is the probability for the pre-
dicted class when words 1 . . . u are removed and
⟨·⟩x denotes the average over all test examples.
Higher AOPC score indicates better explanations.

We test the BERT and RoBERTa trained with
1% in-domain training examples on each task. For
each dataset, we randomly select 1000 test exam-
ples to generate explanations due to computational
costs. We report the results of AOPC scores when
U = 10 in Table 6. Sampling Shapley consistently
outperforms other three explanation methods in ex-
plaining different models on both in-domain and
out-of-domain datasets.

B Supplement of Experiments
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Datasets C L #train #dev #test Label distribution

IMDB 2 268 19992 4997 24986 Positive: train(10036), dev(2414), test(12535)
Negative: train(9956), dev(2583), test(12451)

Yelp 2 138 500000 60000 38000 Positive: train(250169), dev(29831), test(19000)
Negative: train(249831), dev(30169), test(19000)

SNLI 3 14 549367 4921 4921 Entailment: train(183416), dev(1680), test(1649)
Contradiction: train(183187), dev(1627), test(1651)

Neutral: train(182764), dev(1614), test(1651)

MNLI 3 22 391176 4772 4907 Entailment: train(130416), dev(1736), test(1695)
Contradiction: train(130381), dev(1535), test(1631)

Neutral: train(130379), dev(1501), test(1581)

QQP 2 11 363178 20207 20215 Paraphrases: train(134141), dev(7435), test(7447)
Nonparaphrases: train(229037), dev(12772), test(12768)

TPPDB 2 15 42200 4685 4649 Paraphrases: train(11167), dev(941), test(880)
Nonparaphrases: train(31033), dev(3744), test(3769)

Table 4: Summary statistics of the datasets, where C is the number of classes, L is average sentence length, and #
counts the number of examples in the train/dev/test sets. For label distribution, the number of examples with the
same label in train/dev/test is noted in bracket.

Models IMDB SNLI QQP

BERT 856.43 25402.52 17452.12

RoBERTa 912.47 256513.98 17514.80

Table 5: The average runtime (s/epoch) of each model on each in-domain dataset.

In-domain Out-of-domain

Model r IMDB SNLI QQP Yelp MNLI TPPDB

BERT

SS 0.41 0.82 0.61 0.53 0.77 0.40
IG 0.08 0.34 0.19 0.12 0.31 0.10

Attn 0.07 0.35 0.28 0.12 0.26 0.14
IMASK 0.09 0.28 0.25 0.09 0.25 0.08

RoBERTa

SS 0.25 0.86 0.53 0.28 0.84 0.28
IG 0.02 0.36 0.21 0.04 0.38 0.09

Attn 0.02 0.33 0.26 0.03 0.23 0.09
IMASK 0.02 0.18 0.18 0.03 0.17 0.05

Table 6: AOPC scores of different explanation methods in explaining different models.
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Datasets r Labels Top Features

IMDB
0 Neg we ##zog " ##men ( ’ [SEP] capitalism lynch hell

Pos . [CLS] [SEP] s , t movie film plot )

0.5 Neg bad not no worst t off terrible nothing stupid boring

Pos [SEP] and great . good [CLS] love , film characters

Yelp
0 Neg . they majestic adds state owners loud dirty priced thai

Pos . [CLS] [SEP] , s t for i you m

0.5 Neg not no bad t worst never off rude over nothing

Pos [SEP] great and good . [CLS] amazing love friendly experience

SNLI

0
En a [SEP] man the woman dog sitting sits his fire

Con [SEP] [CLS] is the a , are in of there

Neu . people woman girl are playing looking [CLS] group boy

0.5
En [SEP] . [CLS] and is a man there woman people

Con the a in [SEP] at sitting with man on playing

Neu [SEP] are for . man [CLS] is the a girl

MNLI

0
En the [SEP] ##ists israel ’ recession ata consultants discusses

attacked

Con [SEP] [CLS] , s to of in . the not

Neu . [CLS] they we you people about it really i

0.5
En . [CLS] and is [SEP] there are , was of

Con the ’ . not no t [CLS] don to didn

Neu [SEP] [CLS] the for to all when . you it

QQP 0
NPa ? is the a ’ what india does quo why

Pa [SEP] [CLS] ? in i , of . best s

0.5 NPa ? what [CLS] is how , why a the .

Pa [SEP] quo [CLS] best trump ##ra india life your sex

TPPDB
0 NPa trump ’ the obama " we is russia a says

Pa [SEP] . [CLS] , s of in to ##t t

0.5 NPa . , [CLS] ? ’ a⃝ ; - a is

Pa [SEP] trump [CLS] inauguration obama russia repeal ##care cia
senate

Table 7: Top 10 important tokens for BERT predictions on different labels. Neg: negative, Pos: postive, En:
entailment, Con: contradiction, Neu: neutral, NPa: nonparaphrases, Pa: paraphrases.
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